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Early years ● Dürer was born on May 21,1471.
● Dürer was born in Nurnberg, Germany.
● Family members are

○ Barbara (mother)
○ Albrecht The Elder (father)
○ Anthoni Durer (grandfather)
○ Elisabeth Durer (grandmother)
○ Hans Durer (brother)
○ Agnes Durer (spouse)



Early years ● Dürer spent his childhood in Nuremberg, 
Germany.

● At a young age Dürer started to learn 
goldsmithing and drawing from his father.



Education ● Dürer attended Alma Mater Studiorum for 
school.

● He also had an apprenticeship at his dads 
goldsmith workshop.



Early adult years ● Dürer moved to Venice when he left home.
● Dürer chose Venice because he was influenced 

by the engravings by the masters in Italy.



Early years ● Dürer was acquaintances with Gentile and 
Giovanni Bellini.

● Dürer was influenced by Jacopo de Barbari.



Personal Life ● Dürer was married to Agnes Dürer.
● Agnes Dürer was born in 1475.
● They did not have any children.



First works of art ● Dürer’s first painting was of his very own 
father.

● This painting made him famous.



Style ● The art movement Dürer got famous for was 
making very realistic animals and humans.



Style ● Other artists like Dürer are
○ George Stubbs

○ Heironymus Bosch



Famous ● This is Dürer’s most famous is called the Young 
Hare.

● The painting is now in Albertina, Vienna.



Works ● The Young Hare was created in 1502.
● The size of it is 0” 10” x 0’ 9’.
● The style is watercolor and bodycolour 

painting.



Critique ● The Havard Crimson stated Dürer was one of 
the greatest draughtsmen the world has ever 
seen.



My Critique ● Dürer is really talented at painting realistic 
animals and humans.



Other Works ● This art piece is called The Apocalypse.
● The Apocalypse is the recreation of the idea of 

the Catholic church.



Importance ● He was important because of his influence and 
reputation of being the best Northern 
Renaissance Artists.



Interesting Facts ● Dürer is credited with bringing the 
Renaissance to Northern Europe.

● He was the most loved artist of the Holy Roman 
Emperor.

● He also has the most famous signatures in art.
● He was an author.
● He died of Malaria.
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